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A
“

s volunteers
from
the
agriculture
and fishery
sector,
you
are at the

center of the development process
and we, at the government, are
only a catalyst.
I am grateful that through this
consultative process provided
by the Philippine Council for
Agriculture and Fisheries, the
engagement of volunteers from
all over the country is highlighted
and emphasized the importance of
private sector participation.
We, at the Department of
Agriculture, will create a synergy of
PCAF committees with the Banner
Programs that will strengthen
participation and create better
policy for the sector.
I also proposed for the active
participation of AFC Chairpersons
at the important committees and
programs of the regional field
offices and local government units.
At 65-70 years of age, your
wisdom is still very significant,
your experience will continue to
be recognized, and your ideas will
always be welcomed.
Again, thank you for your
commitment and I am looking
forward to working with you
closely.

WILLIAM D. DAR
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am
very
thankful
to
everyone who
travelled
all
the way here to
be part of the
5th
National
Agriculture and
Fisheries Volunteers’ Day.
It is such a delight to see all
of you here and spend your
valuable time to celebrate the
value of volunteerism and
recognize the people who
propel positive changes in
the society, particularly in the
agriculture and fishery sectors.
Over
the
years,
you
have
become
a
potent
agent in ensuring people’s
participation in policy-making
that encourages responsive
engagement to shape and
resolve local and national issues
and concerns. Your commitment
fuels collaboration and crafting
of effective measures as a
suggestion on how to resolve
these issues and concerns.
There are numerous policy
recommendations adapted that
started by verbalizing your sentiments through
meetings, dialogues, and consultations. With you
as the “voice and bridge” of the private sector,
agriculture and fishery stakeholders can air issues
and concerns that need immediate attention and
action from the government and even from the
local government units.
I am truly grateful that I am here joining you,
celebrating such important event that has become
an annual affair of the Philippine Council for
Agriculture and Fisheries and to our Advisory
Special Bodies- the National Sectoral and Strategic
Concerns Committees and the Agricultural and
Fishery Councils.
It is also fitting that the 5th NVD is conducted
here in one of the provinces of CALABARZON,
where tradition, creativity, and innovation meet.
Today, we celebrate the region’s tradition by
showcasing its colorful and exciting festivals. One

LIZA G. BATTAD

PCAF ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
of the famous festivals is the Pahiyas festival, which
has become the inspiration of this event because it
features the creativity and talent of its people.
Over the years, the locals managed to keep
the tradition alive while slowly opening its doors
to innovations and new ideas on how they can
showcase, not only their tradition but also their
agricultural harvest and commercial products
during the Pahiyas festival.
This is like the Masaganang Ani at Mataas na Kita
of Secretary William Dar. The “new thinking” aims
to constitute local farmers and fisherfolk’s bountiful
harvest and create higher income by promoting and
displaying their harvest and commercial products
along the colorful kipings.
Our National Agriculture and Fisheries
Volunteers’ Day also ignites everyone here to
unleash creative ideas and refocus on priorities
through strategic shift so we can achieve our targets

and sustain our relevance in the development of
the agriculture and fishery sector through active
and committed participation.
I know everyone is very excited because aside
from the awarding of AFC Chairpersons and
Secretariat-Coordinators, we will also award the
first-ever ASB Women Leader this year.
With the theme “Boluntaryong Pagsasama-sama
Tungo sa Masaganang Ani at Mataas na Kita”, there
is a call for everyone, not only to the winners, but
also the members to contribute one of our strong
points- VOLUNTEERISM- towards the ultimate
goal of the Department of Agriculture, which is to
make the Philippines a food secure country with
prosperous farmers and fisherfolk.
Today’s event is a true testament that building
a strong partnership between the government
and the private sector could lead into harmonious
understanding and increased productivity and
competitiveness.
Rest assured, we at the Philippine Council for
Agriculture and Fisheries will be working with you
hand in hand to make these goals attainable.
Thank you and welcome to the 5th National
Agriculture and Fisheries Volunteers’ Day here at
the home of fascinating tourism, agriculture, and
trading… CALABARZON.
Muli, ang aking taos-pusong pasasalamat at
mabuhay kayo! Congratulations in advance to the
winners!
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The story of volunteerism

Sec. Dar commends
agri-fishery partnervolunteers
vows to strengthen private sector participation

P
6

rivate-sector volunteers
from
agriculture
and
fishery
industries
received
government recognition for their
immeasurable contributions to
help improve their respective
sectors.
Agriculture Secretary William D. Dar led
the celebration feting partner-volunteers at the
Philippine Council for Agriculture and Fisheries’
(PCAF) 5th National Agriculture and Fisheries
Volunteers’ Day on January 9, 2020 in Tanza, Cavite.
“Your active participation in serving as the voice
of the farmers, fisherfolk and other stakeholders is
acknowledged. Hindi biro ang sakripisyo ng mga
bumubuo ng mga konsehong ito na pawang mga
kinatawan ng pribadong sector, mga samahan ng
magsasaka at mangingisda, at iba pang kaagapay sa
pag-unlad ng sector ng sakahan at pangisdaan,” said
Dar.
PCAF’s Advisory Special Body (ASB) is a
mechanism developed to allow private sector
participation in the agriculture and fisheries
development processes at the national, regional,
provincial, and municipal level. The ASBs are
composed of the National Sectoral and Strategic
Concerns Committees and the Agricultural and
Fishery Councils (AFC).
With the theme “Boluntaryong Pagsasamasama Tungo sa Masaganang Ani at Mataas na
Kita,” the Agriculture chief told to more than 400
participants about the preparedness of the ASBs
to participate in the process of agricultural growth
and development, based on the “New Thinking for
Agriculture” and its accompanying eight paradigms.
He also shared that within the framework
of development, the ASBs—along with PCAF—
will help the Department of Agriculture carry
out specific tasks, including the undertaking of
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(1) Winners of the Outstanding AFC Chairpersons and Secretariat-Coordinator
Consumer Affairs Ernersto Gonzales, DA-Regional Field Office 4A Dir. Arnel de M
Chairpersons and ASB Women Leader (3) Finalists of Ou

farm consolidation and clustering initiatives that
involve the conduct of research and pilot activities
on various strategies and configurations of farm
consolidation, collectivization and clustering.
Dar also asked to the ASBs and PCAF to strongly
assist in the formation and empowerment of
farmers’ and fisherfolk’s cooperatives and other
rural-based organizations that will be the key
players in big brother-small brother partnerships,
as well as agribusiness value chain and export
development initiatives.
For the first time, the event awarded the
Outstanding ASB Women Leader, Emelinda Dela
Cruz from Western Visayas, for her exemplary
performance in the council and in the maledominated environment.

2

3
Alfonso Esguerra, Jr.

(Occidental Mindoro)
Outstanding Provincial Agricultural
Council (PAFC) Chairperson

rs with Sec. Dar, Usec. for Operations Ariel Cayanan, Usec. for
Mesa, and Acting Exec. Dir. Battad. (2) Finalists of Outstanding AFC
utstanding AFC Secretariat-Coordniators.

Other volunteer-winners feted during the event
are:
Francisco Hernandez

(Central Luzon)
Outstanding Regional Agricultural and Fishery Council
Chairperson

He established a good working relationship
with the DA-Regional Field Office in Central Luzon
and its attached agencies, and other National
Government Agencies in the region.
His close working relationship with the Director
Roy Abaya led to having an AFC Champion at the
DA-Operations. Dir. Abaya was instrumental in
the funding of the incentive allowance for PAFC
coordinators and MAFC Coordinators.

and

Fishery

As a member of the Provincial Technical
Education and Skills Development Council, he
initiated the conduct of eight batches training called
on Solar Night Light and Post Lamp Assembly in
Amnay, Sta. Cruz on April 9 to 16, 2018.
The training called “Nagliwanag na ang
Kabundukan” was funded by the Technical
Education and Skills Development Authority
which benefited indigenous Mangyans or Katutubo
in seven indigenous people communities.
The total project cost is PhP1.4 Million. For
eight batches of 25 participants, the training
fund including materials for the solar lamp costs
PhP175,000.
Elena Porol

(Sultan Kudarat)
Outstanding PAFC Secretariat-Coordinator

She assisted in lobbying with the Local Chief
Executives of the Provincial Government of Sultan
Kudarat the approval of the establishment of PAFC
PCAF QUARTERLY October to December 2019
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Office and PhP500 thousand budget for PAFC
operations in 2018. Part of the budget was allocated
for the honorarium and travelling expenses of the
MAFC Chairpersons.
Demosthenes Hernandez

(Atimonan, Quezon)
Outstanding Municipal Agricultural
Council (MAFC) Chairperson

and

Fishery

He initiated and pushed for the passage of
resolution no. 1, series of 2017 prohibiting the use of
buli-buli, a prohibited fishing gear in the municipal
waters of Atimonan, Quezon. The resolution was
adopted by LGU Atimonan through Municipal
Ordinance 2017-304 on August 30, 2017.
Susana Rufino
(Balbakan, Kalinga)
Outstanding MAFC Secretariat-Coordinator
She empowered the MAFC as an active and
effective partner of the municipal government
in agricultural development planning, project
implementation
and
monitoring,
policy
formulation, and selection and validation of
Municipal Search of Gawad Saka and Search for
Rural Improvement Club.
She has also been instrumental in achieving the
highest collection rate (99.5%) of AKBay Program
Roll-Over Funds (ROFs) in the province of Kalinga.
The ROF was used to fund 77 projects of poor farm
families.
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Charito Muñez

(SOCCSKSARGEN)
Special Citation

She promoted AFC’s programs/projects/
activities in her local school-on-the-air radio
program which airs every Tuesdays and Thursdays.
She
also
spearheaded
the
planning,
coordination and conduct of four consecutive
Regional Volunteers’ Day since 2016. It inspires
AFCs to improve their performance and
continuously advocate for the development of the
agri-fishery sector. | |
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(4) Gawad Saka finalists (5) Chairperson Glicerio Manzano
honored as AFC pioneer in Quezon (6) PAFCNegros Occidental
Chairperson Stephen Santillan representing Chairperson
Ricardo Provido honored as one of AFC Pioneers
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